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An optical chopper periodically interrupts a classical light beam. We propose a realizable quan-
tum version of the optical chopper, where the time-periodic driving of the light-matter coupling
is achieved through a nonlinear three wave mixing element. We theoretically investigate how our
scheme can be used for the controllable shaping of few photon light. Using Floquet dynamics,
we find strong periodic modulations of the transmission and reflection envelopes in the scattered
few-photon pulses, including photon compression and blockade, as well as dramatic changes in the
quantum light statistics. Our theoretical analysis allows us to explain these non-trivial phenomena
as arising from non-adiabatic memory effects.

Introduction.— Optical choppers and shutters [1] are
ubiquitous optical instruments, famous, perhaps, for
their application in the first non-astronomical speed of
light measurements by Hippolyte Fizeau in 1849 [2], and
used today for e.g. speed or rotation measurements, light
exposure control, and off-frequency noise filtering. The
prototypical chopper uses a rotating wheel with holes
that periodically block the incident light beam, with the
hole radius to beam width ratio controlling the waveform
of the chopped light [3].

Recent advances in nanophotonic technologies allow
for a controllable manipulation of light-matter cou-
plings [4], and we show in this Letter, how a time-periodic
coupling can be designed and used to implement an op-
tical chopper down to the quantum single-photon level
– a quantum chopper. The future applications of quan-
tum choppers might be as diverse as those of its classi-
cal counterpart, especially, due to the increasing interest
in periodiccaly driven open or closed quantum systems.
Theoretically, various effective Floquet models [5] already
describe photon-assisted tunneling in quantum wells and
the dynamics of quantum open systems. Experimentally,
electron-spin and nuclear magnetic-spin resonances ac-
cess the time-evolution of spinful particles placed time-
dependent oscillating magnetic fields. In quantum infor-
mation dynamical decoupling schemes [6–10] and their
refinements [11, 12], periodic sequences of fast and strong
symmetrizing pulses are used to reduce some parts of a
system-bath interaction, which cause decoherence. The
Floquet systems also naturally appear in digital quantum
computation schemes [13], and in recent years periodic
perturbations have been used as a flexible experimental
tool to engineer new, synthetic phases of matter not ac-
cessible in equilibrium systems [14–25].

Our quantum chopper scheme, shown in Fig. 1, uses
the Josephson ring modulator (JRM) [26] which is based
on the Josephson junction Wheatstone bridge. While the
JRM has been originally conceived as a parametric con-
verter and afterwards employed [27] as a tool to generate
a chemical potential for photons, we suggest to use it as
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FIG. 1: A microwave variant of the quantum chopper scheme.
The system consists of the transmon qubit (right part) cou-
pled to the transmission line (left part) via a nonlinear ele-
ment — the Josephson ring modulator (central part). The
coupling between the qubit and the transmission line is mod-
ulated by the time-dependent current Ip(t).

a nonlinear element that controls a time-dependent cou-
pling between a transmission line and a qubit. The role
of the JRM is to produce an analogue of the parametric
down conversion, such that one of the modes becomes
classical and can be driven periodically by an external
classical current. We describe the system in Fig. 1 in
terms of scattering of microwave photons, which propa-
gate in the transmission line, from the qubit.

We develop a general multi-photon Floquet scattering
formalism for time-periodic light-matter couplings and
apply it to describe the quantum properties of light, like
transmittance, reflectance, first- and second-order coher-
ences. This allows us to demonstrate the quantum chop-
per as a tool for pulse shaping of individual photons.

We find that for weakly coherent incident pulses a
time-periodic modulation of the coupling between pho-
tons and the cavity causes considerable modifications to
envelopes of the scattered photons. In some driving pro-
tocols, the field can be even locally quenched, with the
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envelope featuring nodes, which is a quantum analogue
of the classical light chopping. We also find a significant
effect of the modulation on the photon’s statistics. Thus,
for reflected photons on resonance we observe alternat-
ing patterns of bunching and antibunching which peri-
odically change in time – this contrasts with the purely
antibunching behavior in the case of constant coupling.

Setup.— We propose a scheme for realizing quantum
optical chopping (shown in Fig. 1) consisting of a trans-
mission line with linear dispersion of propagating mi-
crowave photons, a parametric coupler, and a transmon
qubit. Following [26] we introduce the node flux vari-
able Φ1,2,3,4 in order to describe the parametric coupler
using the JRM pierced by the external flux Φ. Its en-
ergy consists of Josephson energies −E′J cos(δi + πΦ

2Φ0
)

stored in the four Josephson junctions (i = a, b, c, d)
forming the ring, where δi are the phase differences across
the corresponding junctions [δa = 2π

Φ0
(Φ4 − Φ1), etc.]

and Φ0 = h
2e is the flux quantum; of inductive ener-

gies 1
La

(Φ5 − Φ1)2 + 1
La

(Φ5 − Φ2)2 and 1
Lb

(Φ6 − Φ3)2 +
1
Lb

(Φ6 − Φ4)2 (using the additional node flux variables

Φ5,6); and of coupling energy Ip(Φ5 − Φ6) to the AC
current source Ip(t). Introducing modes ΦX = Φ2 − Φ1,
ΦY = Φ3−Φ4, ΦZ = Φ3+Φ4−Φ1−Φ2, Φl = Φ5− Φ1+Φ2

2 ,

Φr = Φ6 − Φ3+Φ4

2 , one achieves [26, 28] the nonlinear
three-mode mixing ΦX , ΦY , and ΦZ , while the modes
Φl and Φr decouples from the rest. Expanding the non-
linear coupling in ΦX,Y,Z/Φ0 � 1 up to cubic order and
choosing the optimal point Φ = Φ0/2 to maximize the
coupling constant of the three-mode mixing we obtain

HJRM = λΦXΦY ΦZ +
∑

s=X,Y,Z

µsΦ
2
s −

1

2
IpΦZ , (1)

where λ = −2
√

2π3E′J/Φ
3
0, µZ =

√
2π2E′J/Φ

2
0, and

µX = µZ + 1/(2La), µY = µZ + 1/(2Lb).

The mode ΦZ is coupled to the AC current source
Ip(t) with frequency Ω and a sufficiently large ampli-
tude. Therefore, ΦZ becomes classical and fixed to the
value ΦZ(t) = Ip(t)/(4µZ). The mode ΦY coincides with
the flux variable of the qubit, which is characterized by
the Josephson (EJ) and capacitive (Ec) energies. In the
transmon limit EJ � EC , the qubit is represented by a
nonlinear single-mode cavity in terms of the cavity oper-
ators b and b†, with a cavity frequency ωc = 1

~
√

8EJEC
and a Kerr nonlinearity U

2 b
† 2b2 = − 1

2ECb
† 2b2.

The mode ΦX coincides with the flux variable of the
transmission line in its middle. Quantizing the transmis-
sion line, we express ΦX =

∫
dk fk√

2
(ar,k + al,k) + h.c. in

terms of right (ar,k) and left (al,k) microwave photons
propagating along the x-axis with a constant phase ve-
locity, v. The coefficients fk depend on the parameters
of the transmission line and on the photonic frequencies
ω = v|k|. Assuming that the frequency ω0 of the injected
(right-moving) photons in the mode k0 is commensurate

with the qubit’s transition frequency, ωc, and that ω0 is
much larger than the drive frequency Ω, the qubit’s de-
cay rate Γ, and the detuning δ = ω0 − ωc, we neglect
the frequency dependence of fk, setting fk ≈ fk0 , and
perform the rotating wave approximation in the prod-
uct ΦXΦY = ΦX

√
2Ec/EJ(b+ b†). Thus, we obtain a

time-dependent coupling V (t) = g(t)
∫
dk(a†kb+b

†ak) be-
tween the transmission line and the qubit, where g(t) =
λfk0

√
2Ec/EJIp(t)/(4µZ), and ak = 1√

2
(ar,k + al,−k)

is the even combination of the right and left propa-
gating photonic fields. Complementing V (t) by the

free Hamiltonian H0 =
∫
dk~vk(a†kak + ã†kãk) + ~ωcb†b,

where ãk = 1√
2
(ar,k − al,−k) is the odd fields’ combi-

nation decoupled from the qubit, we obtain the Hamil-
tonian H(t) = H0 + V (t) of our model. In the following
we use units where ~ = v = 1.

Floquet scattering formalism.— An extension of the
scattering formalism for time-periodic Hamiltonians was
originally proposed in Ref. [29] for the calculation of
above-threshold-ionization spectra. Remarkably, it of-
fered an effectively time-independent description of the
quasistationay limit in terms of the Floquet states. Later,
similar scattering approaches have been developed for
single-particle scattering [30, 31] and many body scat-
tering of non-interacting particles [32, 33]. One recent
study [34] dwells on the calculation of inelastic scatter-
ing rates in driven interacting systems.

Here we elaborate on the Floquet scattering formal-
ism, particularly adapting it to problems of multi-particle
scattering of microwave photons in transmission lines in-
teracting with nonlinear cavities. We present a system-
atic way of computing N -photon scattering operators SN
for a time-periodic interaction V (t) =

∑
m V

(m)e−imΩt in
the Floquet-extended Hilbert space, thereby generalizing
the approach of Ref. [35] for time-independent couplings.

Let us briefly review the basic ideas of scattering the-
ory. Suppose that at time t0 → −∞ we inject N
photons into the transmission line, while the cavity is
empty. In the second quantization, this incoming state

is given by |p〉 ≡ |{kj}, l = 0〉 =
(∏N

j=1 a
†
kj

)
|vac, l = 0〉,

where the vacuum state |vac〉 of the transmission line is
defined by ak|vac〉 = ãk|vac〉 = 0, and |l〉 is the pho-
ton number state of the cavity, b†b|l〉 = l|l〉. The en-

ergy of the incoming state equals εp =
∑N
j=1 kj , and

in case of the time-independent interaction V this en-
ergy is conserved in the following sense: matrix elements
SN ;p′p = 〈p′|SN |p〉 of the scattering operator SN , which
defines an outgoing scattering state SN |p〉 at t → ∞,
appear to be proportional to delta functions δ(εp′ − εp).
Moreover, SN ;p′p = δp′p−2πiδ(εp′−εp)TN ;p′p(εp), where
TN ;p′p(E) is the energy-dependent T matrix containing
all the information about scattering off the cavity. A sys-
tematic way of computing TN (E) has been developed in
[35] for scatterers with an arbitrary level structure and
transition matrix elements.
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For a time-periodic interaction, V (t), ele-
ments of the S matrix are modified [28] to

SN ;p′p = δp′p − 2πi
∑
m′ δ(εp′ −m′Ω− εp)T

(m′)
N ;p′p(εp),

where now the energy of an incoming state is conserved
modulo an integer number of the drive frequency
quanta. The N -photon T matrix bears an additional
integer-valued Floquet index m′, and its elements are
found from the equation

Tm
′m

p′p (E) = V m
′m

p′p +V m
′n′

p′q′

[
1

E −H ′ + i0+

]n′n
q′q

V nmqp (2)

for the operator T =
∑∞
N=1 TN , which is defined in the

Floquet-extended Hilbert space, by setting m = 0. In
Eq. (2), we implicitly assume summations (integrations)
over repeated discrete (continuous) indices; H ′ = H−i∂τ
is the Floquet Hamiltonian with the operator i∂τ defined
by i∂τ |m〉 = mΩ|m〉 in terms of the Floquet states |m〉 =

e−imΩτ , such that 〈m′|m〉 =
∫ T

0
dτ
T e

i(m′−m)τ = δm′m,
and the Floquet-Hilbert space is spanned by |p〉 ⊗ |m〉.

Realizing that (2) has the form conventional in scat-
tering theory, T (E) = V (E −H ′ + i0+)−1V , we repeat
the arguments of Ref. [35] and obtain (almost) identi-
cal diagrammatic rules allowing us to calculate all TN
explicitly [28] (their only modification consists in addi-
tional summations over Floquet indices). This, in turn,
leads us to a closed form expression for SN conveniently
written in the time representation

SN = 1̂N + (−i)2N

∫
dt1 . . . dt2NΘ(t1 > . . . > t2N )

× ei(εp′−εp)t1P0

(
...V (t1)e−F (t1)eF (t2)V (t2)e−F (t2)

× . . . V (t2N−1)e−F (t2N−1)eF (t2N )V (t2N )
...

)
P0. (3)

Here P0 = |l = 0〉〈l = 0| is a projector onto the
dark state of the cavity, H ′0 = H0 − i∂τ is
the free Floquet Hamiltonian, and the operator
F (t) = i(H0 + Σ(0) − εp)t + Fosc(t) is given
in terms of the time-dependent cavity’s self-energy
Σ(t) = −ib†bΓ(t) =

∑
m Σ(m)e−imΩt, Γ(t) = πg2(t), and

Fosc(t) = −∑m6=0 Σ(m)e−imΩt/(mΩ). The symbol
...(. . .)

... denotes a modified normal ordering, which, as
compared to the conventional normal ordering, also shifts
H0 by virtual energies arising from the commutations of
field operators contained in V with H0.

Results.—Eq. (3) represents the central theoretical re-
sult of this Letter. Assuming a weakly coherent initial
signal in the right-moving mode ar,k0 , on the basis of (3)

we establish first and second order coherences g
(1,2)
rr and

g
(1,2)
ll corresponding to the scattered right (or transmit-

ted) and left (or reflected) fields, respectively.
The first-order coherences amount to

g
(1)
rr (τc) = |1 +A(τc)|2 and g

(1)
ll (τc) = |A(τc)|2, where

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 2: (Color online) The envelopes of the reflected field. (a)
The “on-off” cosine signal, and the resulting (b) envelope as
a function of the central time τc for various driving speeds.
Note the perfect transmission (A = 0) when the coupling
is quenched. (c) The “sign change” cosine signal and the
resulting (d) envelope. The envelope repeats itself after a
half period, and in addition to the two coupling quench nodes
at Ωτc = ±π/2 an extra node develops at Ωτc ≈ −π/2 (at
slow drive) and moves towards τc = 0 (at fast drive).

A(τc) = −w(τc)W (τc) is a periodic function of the re-
duced central time τc = (t− |x|) mod T ∈ [−T/2, T/2].
It is expressed via w(τc) =

√
πg(τc)e

−f1(τc)

and W (τc) =
∫ τc
−∞ dt′ef1(t′)

√
πg(t′), where

f1(t) = 〈l = 1|F (t)|l = 1〉. The functions A(τc) ≡ r(τc)
and 1 + A(τc) ≡ t(τc) have the physical meaning
of envelopes for the reflected and transmitted field.
For a time independent interaction they reduce to
the familiar reflection r = − iΓ

δ+iΓ and transmission

t = δ
δ+iΓ coefficients. The amplitude modulations r(τc)

and t(τc) obey the following normalization condition∫ T/2
−T/2

dτc
T (|r(τc)|2 + |t(τc)|2) = 1, which is equivalent to

the unitarity of a single photon scattering matrix in the
Floquet-Hilbert space.

We apply these general results to two coupling modu-
lation protocols: 1) “on-off” g(t) = g0(1 + cos Ωt); and
2) “sign change” g(t) = g0 cos Ωt. In the “on-off” pro-
tocol the coupling strength is periodically quenched to
zero [Fig. 2(a)], while in the “sign change” protocol, the
sign of g(t) changes after crossing zero [Fig. 2(c)]. The
major difference between the two protocols is that the
former yields a 2π-periodic modulation of a field’s ampli-
tude [Fig. 2(b)], while the latter yields a π-periodic one
[Fig. 2(d)].

For a time independent interaction, a single photon
on resonance (δ = 0) is fully reflected (r = −1), re-
gardless the value of the coupling strength. Should the
adiabaticity condition |ġ(t)/g(t)| �

√
δ2 + Γ2(t) be ful-

filled at every time t for a time periodic interaction, we
would expect the reflection amplitude r(t) to follow Γ(t)
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instantaneously, also showing (almost) full reflection in
the resonant case (the small fraction |ġ(t)/(g(t)Γ(t))|2
of the transmitted photon’s probability density can be
obtained from the first adiabatic correction). However,
the adiabaticity condition is strongly violated for the
two protocols. Moreover, at certain time instants the
coupling strength in both of them is quenched, imply-
ing a momentary decoupling of microwave photons from
the cavity and hence full transmission at these time in-
stants. Since we are dealing with an open quantum sys-
tem, this qualitative picture becomes even more com-
plicated due to memory effects, and the non-adiabatic
behavior can be explained as a sum over histories. Each
history has the photon entering the cavity at some ini-
tial time, τi, and leaving at some later time, τf , with
an amplitude g(τi)g(τf ), and a weight determined by
the decay probability of the photonic state in the cav-
ity, exp(−

∫ τf
τi

Γ(τ)dτ). The reflection coefficient at τf ,
given by the sum over initial times τi, is highly influ-
enced by the evolution within a memory window set by
the decay rate of the cavity.

In the “on-off” protocol the memory window is largest
for final times after the Ωτc = −π node, meaning that
the photon remains longer in the cavity and is released
shortly after when the coupling strength is sufficiently
increased, producing a spike in the reflection coefficient
that overshoots unity [Fig. 2(b)]. In the “sign change”
protocol memory effects create an additional node, that
is absent in g(t), close to Ωτc = −π/2 for slow drive and
moving towards τc = 0 for faster drives [Fig. 2(d)]. For
times shortly after the −π/2 node of g(t) the memory
window includes histories with amplitudes of opposite
signs, and their competition creates this additional node.
All this shows how different protocols not only chop the
wavepacket of the incoming photon, but also significantly
alter its form.

The resulting envelopes strongly depend on the nor-
malized frequency β = Ω/Γ(0), where Γ(0) is the zeroth
harmonic of Γ(t). For the fast drive β � 1, we obtain
A(τc) ≈ − 2

3 (1 + cos Ωτc) in the “on-off” protocol, which
means that the reflected pulse follows g(τc), not Γ(τc);
and A(τc) ≈ − 1

β sin 2Ωτc following Γ(0)τc − f1(τc) in the

“sign change” protocol. In the second case, A(τc) is neg-
ligibly small, so that we have (almost) full transmission
despite the resonance — this effect is in sharp contrast
to its non-driven counterpart. For the slow drive β � 1,
the adiabaticity condition is fulfilled at least within some
range around τc = 0, and this accounts for the formation
of the plateau A(τc) ≈ −1, resembling full reflection in
the non-driven resonant case.

The second order coherences manifest nonlinear ef-
fects quantified by the value of U . They depend on the
central time τc and the delay time τd > 0, being pe-
riodic in τc and aperiodic in τd. In the explicit form,

g
(2)
ll (τc + τd, τc) = |1 +B(τc, τd)/(r(τc + τd)r(τc))|2, with

g
(2)
ll for β = 10

(a) (b)
g
(2)
ll for β = 1

FIG. 3: (Color online) Second order coherence of the re-

flected pulse g
(2)
ll in the “sign change” protocol as a function

of central time τc and delay time τd for the Kerr nonlinearity
|U | = 4Γ(0). We show results for (a) the fast drive β = 10,
where huge periodically repeated bunching peaks are formed
and interwoven with areas of moderate bunching and anti-
bunching; (b) the intermediate drive β = 1, showing the de-

cay of g
(2)
ll to the uncorrelated value (white area).

B(τc, τd) = −iUw(τc + τd)w(τc)
∫ τc
−∞ dt′eiU(t′−τc)W 2(t′).

For time independent interaction this reduces to

B(τd) = r2U/(2δ + 2iΓ− U)e(iδ−Γ)τd . The function g
(2)
rr

is obtained from g
(2)
ll by replacing r(τc) with t(τc).

Only fast drives, β = Ω/Γ(0) � 1, are able to affect the
correlations before they decay, and we numerically calcu-

late g
(2)
ll for fast and moderate drives in the two proto-

cols. In the “on-off” protocol, the fast drive only induces
small oscillations in the correlation function around the
non-driven results [28]. In contrast, the “sign change”
protocol induces huge bunching effects due to the ad-
ditional node in the single-photon reflection, as can be
clearly seen in Fig. 3(a). We also find periodic oscillations
between strong bunching (red areas) and anti-bunching
(blue areas) away from Ωτc = 0 and Ωτc = ±π. This is a
dramatic change in statistical properties of the reflected
light due to the time dependence of g(t) as compared to

the case of constant g, where g
(2)
ll is monotonously anti-

bunched. For a moderate drive, β = 1, all oscillatory ef-
fects in the “sign change” protocol die out for delay times
longer than a single drive period, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

Summary.— We have proposed the quantum analogue
of an optical chopper, operating at a few-photon level
and realizable by a time-periodic modulation of the light-
matter coupling strength. We have developed an exact
Floquet scattering approach based on diagrammatic scat-
tering theory and applied it to quantitatively describe
scattering of microwave photons from the transmon qubit
in two driving protocols of the coupling: “on-off” and
“sign change”. In both of them we have observed inter-
esting non-adiabatic memory effects arising due to the
driving. In particular, the “on-off” protocol produces
periodic compressions of the photon’s wavepacket, while
the “sign change” protocol gives rise to the additional
nodes in the envelope at which the field is completely
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quenched. Thus, in both cases the optical chopping is re-
alized at the quantum single-photon level. In addition, in
the “sign change” protocol we find dramatic changes in
statistical properties of the reflected field showing up as
strong bunching peaks in the g(2) function that are inter-
woven with periodically alternating areas of antibunch-
ing and moderate bunching — features that are in sharp
contrast to their non-driven counterparts. Our findings
can be used in few-photon pulse manipulation, the de-
sign of photonic statistics at will and, as a consequence,
in quantum information processing.
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DETAILS OF THE MODEL

Following Ref. [26] we provide an explicit form of the Josephson ring modulator Hamiltonian in terms of the modes
ΦX , ΦY , and ΦZ

HJRM = −E′J
∑

i=a,b,c,d

cos

(
δi +

πΦ

2Φ0

)
+

(Φ5 − Φ1)2 + (Φ5 − Φ2)2

La
+

(Φ6 − Φ3)2 + (Φ6 − Φ4)2

Lb
+ Ip(Φ5 − Φ6)

= −4E′J

(
cos

πΦ

2Φ0
cos

πΦX
Φ0

cos
πΦY
Φ0

cos
πΦZ
Φ0

+ sin
πΦ

2Φ0
sin

πΦX
Φ0

sin
πΦY
Φ0

sin
πΦZ
Φ0

)
+

2Φ2
l

La
+

Φ2
X

2La
+

2Φ2
r

Lb
+

Φ2
Y

2Lb
+ Ip

(
Φl − Φr −

ΦZ
2

)
. (S1)

Setting Φ = Φ0/2 and expanding the nonlinear term in ΦX/Φ0,ΦY /Φ0,ΦZ/Φ0 � 1, we obtain Eq. (1) [omitting
the terms containing the decoupled modes Φl and Φr].

DETAILS OF THE FLOQUET SCATTERING FORMALISM

Let us consider an arbitrary Hamiltonian

H = H0 + V (t), (S2)

where the interaction V (t) has a periodic time dependence V (t) = V (t + T ), and therefore can be expressed by the
Fourier series

V (t) =
∑
m

V (m)e−imΩt, Ω =
2π

T
. (S3)

A particular case is given by V (t) = g(t)v0, where g(t) is a time-dependent coupling strength.
To obtain a scattering operator we start from an equation for the evolution operator in the interaction picture

i
dUint(t, t0)

dt
= Vint(t)Uint(t, t0), (S4)

where Vint(t) = eiH0tV (t)e−iH0t. Taking the limit t0 → −∞ we transform (S4) into the integral form

Uint(t) = 1̂− i
∫ t

−∞
dt′eηt

′
Vint(t

′)Uint(t
′), (S5)

or

Up′p(t) ≡ 〈p′|Uint(t)|p〉 = δp′p − i
∫ t

−∞
dt′
∑
q

∑
m

ei(εp′−εq−mΩ−iη)t′V
(m)
p′q Uqp(t

′), (S6)

where an infinitesimal factor η > 0 is additionally introduced for convergence.
We are looking for a solution of (S6) at times t > 0, satisfying the condition ηt� 1, in the form

Up′p(t) = δp′p −
∑
m′

ei(εp′−εp−m
′Ω)t

εp′ − εp −m′Ω− iη
Θ

(m′)
p′p , (S7)

where Θ
(m′)
p′p are constant matrices. Plugging (S7) into (S6), we obtain the equation

Θ
(m′)
p′p = V

(m′)
p′p −

∑
q

∑
n

V
(m′−n)
p′q Θ

(n)
qp

εq − εp − nΩ− iη , (S8)
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from which we can establish the matrices Θ(m′).
In the long time limit we make in (S7) the standard replacement eiωt

ω−iη → 2πiδ(ω), and thus obtain the scattering
matrix

Sp′p = δp′p − 2πi
∑
m′

δ(εp′ −m′Ω− εp)Θ(m′)
p′p . (S9)

Next, we introduce the matrix T
(m)
p′p (E) obeying the equation

T
(m′)
p′p (E) = V

(m′)
p′p +

∑
q

∑
n

V
(m′−n)
p′q T

(n)
qp (E)

E − (εq − nΩ) + iη
, (S10)

which is equivalent to Eq. (2). T
(m)
p′p coincides with the matrix Θ

(m′)
p′p at the argument’s value E = εp. Thus, we arrive

at the expression

Sp′p = δp′p − 2πi
∑
m′

δ(εp′ −m′Ω− εp)T (m′)
p′p (εp), (S11)

which relates the S matrix to the T matrix in the time-periodic case.
Applying to Eq. (2) the diagrammatic rules of Ref. [35] extended by additional summations over the Floquet

indices, we obtain a closed expression for the normal ordered N -photon T matrix

Tm
′m

N (E) =
∑

{m′j},{mj}

P0

...V m
′m1G̃m1m

′
1(E)V m

′
1m2

× . . . V m′2N−2,m2N−1G̃m2N−1,m
′
2N−1(E)V m

′
2N−1,m

...P0, (S12)

given by the alternating product of 2N interaction operators, V , and 2N − 1 dressed Green’s functions,
G̃(E) = (E −H ′0 − Σ)−1, of the cavity. Here P0 = |l = 0〉〈l = 0| is a projector onto the dark state of the cavity,
H ′0 = H0− i∂τ is the free Floquet Hamiltonian, and the Floquet components of the cavity’s self-energy are found from

Σmm
′ ≡ Σ(m−m′) = −iπb†b∑n g

(m−n)g(n−m′). The symbol
...(. . .)

... denotes the modified normal ordering, described
in the main text.

To transform (S12) into Eq. (3), we express it first in the local time representation

TNε(τ) ≡
∑
m′

T
(m′)
N (E)e−im

′Ωτ =

∫ T

0

dτ1
T

. . .
dτ2N
T

δT (τ − τ1)

× P0

(
...V (τ1)G̃ε(τ1, τ2)V (τ2) . . . V (τ2N−1)G̃ε(τ2N−1, τ2N )V (τ2N )

...

)
P0, (S13)

where we introduced the notations ε = H0 − E = H0 − εp and

G̃ε(τ, τ
′) =

∑
m,m′

e−imΩτ G̃mm
′
(E)eim

′Ωτ ′ , (S14)

and used the Poisson resummation formula∑
m′

e−im
′Ω(τ−τ1) = T

∑
n

δ(τ − τ1 − nT ) ≡ δT (τ − τ1). (S15)

Then, from (S11) and (S13) we deduce that the N -photon scattering operator equals

SN = 1̂N − i
∫ ∞
−∞

dtei(εp′−εp)tTNε(t). (S16)

It only remains to establish explicitly G̃ε(τ, τ
′) defined in (S14). From the relations defining Gmm

′
(E)∑

m′′

[
(mΩ− ε)δmm′′ − Σmm

′′
]
G̃m

′′m′(E) = δmm′ , (S17)

∑
m′′

G̃mm
′′
(E)

[
(m′Ω− ε)δm′′m′ − Σm

′′m′
]

= δmm′ , (S18)
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we obtain the differential equations

(i∂τ − ε)G̃ε(τ, τ ′)− Σ(τ)G̃ε(τ, τ
′) = δT (τ − τ ′), (S19)

(−i∂τ ′ − ε)G̃ε(τ, τ ′)− G̃ε(τ, τ ′)Σ(τ ′) = δT (τ − τ ′), (S20)

where Σ(τ) = −iπg2(τ)b†b. Being equipped with the periodic boundary conditions in both variables, they acquire
the following solution

G̃ε(τ, τ
′) = −iT

∑
n

Θ(τ − τ ′ − nT )e−iε̄(τ−τ
′−nT )e−Fosc(τ)+Fosc(τ ′), (S21)

where ε̄ = ε + Σ(0) and Fosc(t) = −∑m 6=0
Σ(m)

mΩ e−imΩt. Inserting it into (S13) and extending the finite integration
ranges 0 < τj < T to the infinite ones −∞ < tj <∞, we obtain Eq. (3).

THE INTENSITY-INTENSITY CORRELATION FUNCTION

∞

FIG. S1: The g
(2)
ll (τc = 0, τd) correlation function for

the “on-off” protocol at fast driving, β = 10. The g(2)

correlation for the corresponding non-driven system with
a decay rate set to Γ(0) are shown as dashed lines, and the
(uninteresting) correlations for the driven system slightly
oscillate around the non-driven antibunching curves.

∞

FIG. S2: The g
(2)
ll (Ωτc = −π/2, τd) correlation function

for the “sign change” protocol at fast driving, β = 10,
for various Kerr nonlinearities U . The alternating bunch-
ing and anti-bunching is evident, with the correlations
increasing with increasing U .

For completeness we show additional numerical results for the g(2) correlation function. The “on-off” case only

induces small oscillations on top of the non-driven correlations, as can be seen from the g
(2)
ll (τc = 0, τd) plot shown in

Fig. S1. For comparison we also plot the correlation function for the non-driven system fixing the decay rate to the
time-averaged value of the driving protocol.

For clarity Fig. S2 showcase g
(2)
ll (Ωτc = −π/2, τd) for the “sign change” protocol at fast driving for various values

of the Kerr nonlinearity, U , hence presenting a line-cut of Fig. 3(a) from the main text.
The photon compression by the “on-off” driving introduces nodes in the transmission and produces, similarly to

the field quench effects in the reflected light for the “sign change” protocol, strong bunching in the transmitted light

captured by g
(2)
rr . This picture is verified by a numerical calculation of the correlation function for fast drive, β = 10,

and nonlinearity, |U | = 2Γ(0) as shown in Fig. S3.
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g(2)rr at β = 10

FIG. S3: The g
(2)
rr correlation of transmitted light in the “on-off” protocol at fast driving, β = 10, with a nonlinearity |U | = 2Γ(0).

Note the strong periodically recurring bunching due to the wavepacket compression.
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